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ABSTRACT

The broad-bandwidth capabilities of next generation telescopes such as the JVLA mean
that the spectrum of any given source varies significantly within the bandwidth of any given
observation. Detailed spectral analysis taking this variation into account is set to become
standard practice when dealing with any new broadband radioobservations; it is therefore
vital that methods are developed to handle this new type of data. In this paper, we present
the Broadband Radio Astronomy ToolS (BRATS) software package and, use it to carry out
detailed analysis of JVLA observations of three powerful radio galaxies. We compare two of
the most widely used models of spectral ageing, the Kardashev-Pacholczyk and Jaffe-Perola
models and also results of the more complex, but potentiallymore realistic, Tribble model.
We find that the Tribble model provides both a good fit to observations as well as providing
a physically realistic description of the source. We present the first high-resolution spectral
maps of our sources and find that the best-fitting injection indices across all models take
higher values than has previously been assumed. We present characteristic hot spot advance
speeds and make comparison to those derived from dynamical ages, confirming the previously
known discrepancy in speed remains present when determinedat high spectral resolutions.
We show that some previously common assumptions made in determining spectral ages with
narrow-band radio telescopes may not always hold and strongly suggest these are accounted
for in future investigations.

Key words:
acceleration of particles – galaxies: active – methods: data analysis – galaxies: jets – radiation
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Radio galaxies in the modern era

Found predominantly in massive ellipticals, radio-loud active
galaxies are observed to have structure which can extend to scales
of hundreds of kiloparsecs (Birkinshaw et al., 1981; Alexander,
1987; Konar et al., 2006; Machalski et al., 2009) to megaparsecs
(Mullin et al., 2006; Marscher & Jordstad, 2011), meaning that
they are not only able to interact with the interstellar medium, but
also the environment in which the galaxy itself resides. As these
galaxies have not only the potential to have such a large influence
on their environment but can also be the primary channel for energy
loss from supermassive black holes, understanding the dynamics,
energetics and processes which occur within such systems isvital
if we are to understand galaxy evolution.

The beam model first suggested by Longair et al. (1973) and

⋆ E-mail: jeremy.harwood@physics.org

refined by Blandford & Rees (1974) and Scheuer (1974) is com-
monly accepted as explaining the observed large scale structure
of these sources. Powerful Fanaroff & Riley (1974) class II (FR-
II) radio galaxies (with which this paper is concerned) broadly
consist of three large scale components; jets, lobes and hotspots.
Collimated jets are the primary transport mechanism of material
from the central AGN out to large distances in the form of a fluid
flow. In FR-II galaxies, this material remains relativisticuntil ter-
minating in a strong shock resulting in a region of high luminosity
through synchrotron and inverse-Compton emission, known as the
hot spot. As the hot spot advances through the external medium
(Burch, 1977, 1979; Winter et al., 1980; Meisenheimer et al.,
1989), the previously accelerated regions of plasma is thencon-
strained to form the characteristic lobes associated with FR-II
type radio galaxies (e.g. Scheuer, 1974; Begelman & Cioffi, 1989;
Kaiser & Alexander, 1997; Krause et al., 2012). Subsequent mod-
elling of these galaxies has also shown good agreement with both
the beam model and observations (see Ferrari 1998 for a review)
and continues to this day (Tregillis et al., 2001; Heinz et al., 2006;
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2 J.J. Harwood et al.

Figure 1. Example KP (top left), JP (top right) and Tribble (bottom middle) models between 10 MHz and 10 THz for an arbitrary normalisation with 0.6
injection index. Each plot shows model ages between 0 (red) and 10 (purple) megayears.

Krause et al., 2012; Mendygral et al., 2012; Hardcastle & Krause,
2013; Morsony et al., 2013), although many outstanding questions
remain unanswered.

Determining the shape of the energy spectrum for an elec-
tron population can often give important insights in to the under-
lying physics of the radio source. A region producing synchrotron
radiation in a fixed magnetic field will have energy losses which
scale asdE

dt
∝ ν2; hence, in the absence of particle acceler-

ation (such as may be the case in the lobes of FR-IIs) we ex-
pect preferential cooling of higher energy electrons leading to a
steeper, more strongly curved spectrum in older regions of plasma
(e.g. Figure 1). Models of this ‘spectral ageing’ have therefore
become a commonly used tool when describing the processes in-
volved in these galaxies. Much of the early work on spectral age-
ing (e.g. Alexander & Leahy, 1987) suggested that there was a
physical reality to these models, so giving a measure of the age,
and hence dynamics, of these powerful radio galaxies. Work on
these models continues to this day (Machalski, Jamrozy & Saikia,
2009); however, they are not the only possible solution and
the problems arising from these models have been widely dis-
cussed (e.g. Eilek, 1996; Blundell & Rawlings, 2001). Most no-

tably, Katz-Stone, Rudnick & Anderson (1993) showed that for
Cygnus A a single electron energy spectrum in a varying magnetic
field can produce the same results as those described by a spectral
ageing model. Recent studies have shown (Hardcastle & Croston,
2005; Goodger et al., 2008) that this single electron interpretation
also has its problems as it is unable to explain observationsof the
spectrum at X-ray wavelengths, but this type of investigation is only
currently possible for the largest and brightest sources due to the
need for resolved inverse-Compton observations, so no consensus
has yet been reached.

1.2 Models of spectral ageing

Two of the most widely used models of spectral ageing are those
first proposed by Kardashev (1962) and Pacholczyk (1970) (the
KP model) and by Jaffe & Perola (1973) (the JP model). Both as-
sume a single injection electron energy distribution, thought to be
generated at the termination point of the jet (the hot spot) (e.g.
Myers & Spangler, 1985; Meisenheimer et al., 1989; Carilli et al.,
1991). At the point of acceleration, the electron population is ini-
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Spectral ageing in the lobes of FR-II radio galaxies3

Table 1. List of target sources, galaxy properties and observation IDs

Name IAU Name Redshift 5 GHz Core Flux Spectral Index LAS JVLAProject ID Frequencies
(mJy) (178 to 750 MHz) (arcsec) (GHz)

3C436 J2144+281 0.215 19 0.86 109.1 AH1004 1.47
10B-137 4.04, 4.47, 4.92, 5.41,

5.86, 7.21, 7.95
AC0138 8.47

3C300 J1422+195 0.272 9 0.78 100.9 AH1004 1.49
10B-137 4.04, 4.47, 4.92

5.86, 7.21
AS0179 & AV0088 7.94

3C234 J1001+287 0.1848 90 0.86 112 10B-137 4.92, 5.86, 7.21
AH1004 8.42

‘Name’ and ‘IAU Name’ list the 3C and IAU names of the galaxiesas used within this paper. ‘Spectral Index’ lists the low frequency spectral index between
178 to 750 MHz and ‘LAS’ the largest angular size of the source. The ‘Redshift’, ‘5 GHz Core Flux’, ‘Spectral Index’ and ‘LAS’ column values are taken
directly from the 3CRR database (Laing et al., 1983) (http://3crr.extragalactic.info/cgi/database). ‘JVLA ProjectID’ refers to the project identifier as used
by the NRAO archive search facility (https://archive.nrao.edu/). Where two IDs are listed in a single row, the data setshave been combined in theuv plane
during reduction. ‘Frequencies’ lists the final image frequencies. Note that due to correlator issues, 3C234 has an insufficient number of radio maps for a full
spectral analysis to be performed.

tially assumed to take the form of a power law given by

N(E) = N0E
−δ (1)

whereN0 is a normalization factor andδ the power law index of the
initially injected electron energy distribution. The back-flow is then
subject to synchrotron losses as it propagates along the lobes poten-
tially allowing the age and hence power of these outflows to bede-
rived. For the KP model, an electron energy distribution,N , subject
to synchrotron and inverse-Compton losses is given by Pacholczyk
(1970) to be

N(E, θ, t) = N0E
−δ(1− ETE)−δ−2 (2)

and the intensity at a given frequency by

Iν(t) = 4πC3N0sB

∫ π/2

0

dθ sin2 θ

∫ E−1

T

0

dEF (x)E−δ

× (1− ETE)δ−2 (3)

where

ET ≡ C2B
2(sin2 θ)t (4)

with energyE, pitch angleθ and time since initial acceleration
t. C2, C3, νc and the functionF (x) are constants defined by
Pacholczyk (1970) wherex ≡ ν/νc. We see from Equation 4 that
for the KP model the pitch angleθ is assumed to be both isotropic
and constant over the radiative lifetime of the electrons. The JP
model proposed by Jaffe & Perola (1973) instead assumes thatthe
pitch angle is only isotropic on short time scales relative to the ra-
diative life time, so giving

ET ≡ C2B
2〈sin2 θ〉t (5)

where〈sin2 θ〉 represents the time averaged pitch angle.
It has long been recognised (e.g. Eilek & Arendt, 1996) that

multi-frequency observations for which spectra can be determined
over a large number of regions within the source can provide vi-
tal advances in determining which, if any, of the current models
is correct. However, this has largely been limited by the fact that
only three or four narrow-band frequencies have been available
at GHz wavelengths where the curvature is expected to be most
obvious. The historic inability of radio interferometers to produce

high sensitivity, high bandwidth observations with gooduv cover-
age has meant that many ambiguities exist in our current under-
standing of radio-loud active galaxies. Indirect methods such as
the colour-colour diagrams used by Katz-Stone et al. (1993)and
Hardcastle & Looney (2001) have therefore been required to deter-
mine the validity of these spectral ageing models. The new gener-
ation of radio telescopes currently becoming operational is set to
change this situation dramatically. The broad-bandwidth capabili-
ties of instruments such as the JVLA mean that the spectrum ofany
given source can be determined within the bandwidth of any given
observation, producing a detailed spectral shape and highlighting
any curvature present. In the case of the JVLA, current capabilities
allow curvature across the entire C-band (4-8 GHz) to be observed.
This type of detailed spectral analysis is set to become standard
practice when dealing with any new broadband radio observations;
hence it is vital that methods are developed to handle this new type
of data.

The improved bandwidth capabilities of instruments such as
the JVLA also provide the first opportunity of investigatingmore
complex, but possibly more realistic, spectral ageing models. Both
the KP and JP models assume a fixed magnetic field strength
throughout the source, but this is unlikely to be the case. A model
in which an electron population ages within in a variable magnetic
field was therefore proposed by Tribble (1993) (herein the Trib-
ble model). This family of models attempts to account for a more
realistic magnetic field structure by instead assuming a Gaussian
random field, allowing electrons to diffuse across regions of vary-
ing field strength. In the weak field, high diffusion case in which
electrons are free-streaming, the spectrum can be modelledby in-
tegrating the standard JP losses over a Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
bution (Hardcastle, 2013). Tribble (1993) noted that the pitch angle
scattering of the JP model is a more likely scenario than thatof
the fixed pitch angles of the KP model and that in a varying mag-
netic field such as this, the spectrum more closely resemblesthe KP
model than the classical JP case. They suggested that this might
explain results where the KP model provides the best fit, suchas
that of Carilli et al. (1991) in their investigation of Cygnus A. It
is clear from Figure 1 that the Tribble model provides a spectral
shape which differs from either of the classical models. Histori-
cally, the small number of narrow-bandwidth frequencies available
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4 J.J. Harwood et al.

have not been sufficient to discern between the classical cases and
the more complex models proposed by Tribble, but, with broadband
data now available we are in a position to investigate the viability
of these potentially more realistic models.

Within this paper we therefore address two primary aims; we
detail new methods of analysis for broad bandwidth radio data and
present the results of this analysis for the lobes of FR-II radio galax-
ies comparing JP, KP and Tribble models of spectral ageing. We go
on to discuss the implications of our results in the context of spec-
tral ageing and the dynamics of FR-II radio galaxies as a whole.
Section 2 gives details of target selection, data reductionand the
spectral analysis methods used. In Section 3 we present our re-
sults and Section 4 discusses the implications for our current under-
standing of the dynamics of FR-II radio galaxies. Throughout this
paper, a concordance model in whichH0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1,
Ωm = 0.27 andΩΛ = 0.73 is used.

2 DATA REDUCTION AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

2.1 Target selection and observations

We selected our targets from the 3CRR sample
(Laing, Riley & Longair, 1983), which contains many
well-studied FR-II sources. Previous studies have shown
(Alexander & Leahy, 1987; Alexander, 1987; Carilli et al.,
1991; Perley, Roser & Meisenheimer, 1997; Hardcastle & Looney,
2001) that spectral steepening becomes observable at frequencies
above a few GHz. The resolution obtained by the JVLA at C-band
frequencies (4.0-8.0 GHz) was therefore a natural choice for
making the required observations. In choosing our targets it was
important that we were confident of seeing all known structure
and so the largest angular size (LAS) of our targets must be well
sampled by the shortest spacing available at the top of C-band.
This restricted us to sources with angular sizes≤ 180 arcsec.
At the same time, we required a reasonably large angular sizein
order to be able to make well-resolved images with the resolution
available at the bottom of the C-band. In order to extend our
investigation beyond the C-band range, we restricted ourselves to
z < 0.3, since the sources of appropriate angular sizes also have
good X-band (8.0 - 8.8 GHz) VLA observations (Leahy et al.,
1997; Hardcastle et al., 1997) as well as archival VLA L-band
(1.34 - 1.73 GHz) data available. Within this redshift range, there
were 6 3CRR sources with 100< θLAS < 180 arcsec. In order
to obtain the best signal to noise ratio the brightest three sources
were chosen for observation (Table 1).

At the time of proposal the JVLA was still at an intermediate
stage of development. In order to simulate the broadband nature
of the fully upgraded instrument, observations were made using
128-MHz bandwidth spread logarithmically throughout the whole
C-band. In order to ensure both compact and diffuse emissionwas
sampled, observations were obtained in both C and D configura-
tions. Details of the datasets obtained along with the archival VLA
datasets used can be found in Table 1. Observations at X-bandfre-
quencies used data reduced previously by Hardcastle et al. (1997).
Unfortunately, due to issues with the JVLA WIDAR correlatorat
the time of observation, 3C234 has an insufficient number of radio
maps available for a full spectral analysis to be performed;however,
we include details of these observations and present combined ra-
dio map images in Section 2.2 for those frequencies which were
available, as these still provide the broadest frequency radio maps
of the source to date.

2.2 Data Reduction

The C- and D-band configuration data were downloaded from the
NRAO archive and reduced usingAIPS1 in the standard manner ac-
counting for the special considerations for JVLA data calibration
in Appendix E of theAIPS cookbook2 . CLEAN components for
self-calibration which was applied in phase only were obtained us-
ing the Cotton-Schwab algorithm (Schwab, 1984). The final image
was then produced from the calibrated data set by CLEANing to
convergence. Before the data were ready for analysis, the C and
D configuration observations first had to be combined in theuv
plane and the final images created. The D configuration data were
re-calibrated in phase only using the higher resolution C configu-
ration map as a model. The data sets were then combined in theuv
plane using the DBCON task. As we require all of the maps to be
well matched in terms of both image and beam size, the combined
data were imaged to the resolution of the lowest frequency C-band
data. A summary of parameters used for imaging is shown in Table
2.

The X-band data of Hardcastle et al. (1997) were already pre-
calibrated to a high standard; however, regridding to J2000co-
ordinates was required along with re-imaging to match the parame-
ters of Table 2. For reduction of the archival VLA L-band observa-
tions, standard methods were used as per theAIPS cookbook. The
parameters used in reduction of the C-band observations were ap-
plied where appropriate and the array configurations combined in
theuvplane. As this is a long standing and well established process
we shall not go in to any further detail here, but we note that Band
C configurations were used to allow comparable resolution tobe
obtained at these longer wavelengths.

Ensuring the radio maps were accurately aligned across all
frequencies was of the utmost importance in allowing spectral fea-
tures as a function of position to be determined. The core andhot
spots were therefore used as reference and each frequency aligned
during imaging to correct for small deviations in position between
maps. On completion of the JVLA upgrade, fully broadband obser-
vations will partially resolve this issue as all frequencies within a
given band will be taken in a single pointing; however, it will still
be necessary to correct for these errors due to frequency-dependent
phase shifts causing offsets and when combining data over more
than one frequency band.

Integrated fluxes were measured (Table 3) using DS93 as a
check for our assertion that all known structure is being observed
on short baselines. Taking measurements from the single dish ob-
servations by Becker et al. (1991) and the updated Parkes catalogue
(PKSCAT904) of Wright & Otrupcek (1990) and scaling to 4.92
GHz, we found integrated flux densities of1.01 ± 0.15 Jy and
1.09±0.05 Jy for 3C436 and 3C300 respectively. Comparing these
values to those of Table 3 we found a a difference of less than 5per
cent in both cases. As this is well within the measurement errors,
we can be confident that we are observing all known structure on
short baselines.

In order to help distinguish between possible deconvolution
and image fidelity effects and real structure, as well as to test the
best form of reduction for spectral ageing studies, additional meth-
ods of imaging were also used. As gooduv coverage is important
for spectral studies such as this, multi-scale CLEANing wasan ob-

1 http://www.aips.nrao.edu/index.shtml
2 http://www.aips.nrao.edu/cook.html
3 http://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/ds9/site/Home.html
4 http://www.parkes.atnf.csiro.au/observing/databases/pkscat90.html
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Spectral ageing in the lobes of FR-II radio galaxies5

Figure 2. Combined frequency radio maps of 3C436 (left), 3C300 (middle) and 3C234 (right) between 4 and 8 GHz scaled to 6.0 GHz. The off-source RMS
of the combined maps is27, 33 and89 µJy beam−1 for 3C436, 3C300 and 3C234 respectively. 12 contours are spaced logarithmically between5σ based on
the on-source RMS noise and the peak flux density. The restoring beam (red) is indicated in the bottom left corner of each image.

Table 2. Summary of imaging parameters

Parameter AIPS Name Value Units

Polarization STOKES I
Image Size IMSIZE 512 512 Pixels
Cell Size CELLSIZE 0.8 0.8 Arcsec
Weighting ROBUST 3
Beam Major Axis BMAJ 5.75 Arcsec
Beam Minor Axis BMIN 5.75 Arcsec

‘Parameter’ refers to the imaging parameter used in making of radio maps
within this paper. ‘AIPS Name’ refers to theAIPS parameter name; this pa-
rameter takes the value stated in the ‘Values’ column.

vious choice for such a test. We therefore imaged both sources in
AIPS using multi-scale CLEAN on scales of 0, 1, 3 and 9 times the
beam size. As our targets contain large areas of extended emission,
especially for the oldest regions of plasma which are of particu-
lar interest, the data were also deconvolved using the maximum
entropy method (MEM) which typically handles diffuse emission
well. Images were made using the VTESS task as described in the
AIPS cookbook; however, our sources are known to have both ex-
tended (lobes) and compact structure (hotspots and core). As the
CLEAN algorithm is known to work particularly well on compact
structure, a hybrid MEM was also used in which a small number
of CLEAN iterations were first run to deconvolve the small scale
structure. The CLEAN components found were then subtracted
from the uv data and VTESS used to deconvolve the remaining
visibilities. The CLEAN components were then restored to create
the final images. This provided a total of 3 additional image sets for
comparison to our standard CLEAN algorithm imaging.

2.3 Spectral Analysis

With the new generation of radio telescopes such as the JVLA
coming online, the analysis of spectral energy distributions over
broad bandwidths is set to become common practice; however,
the tools to effectively deal with such data are currently not yet
available. We therefore developed the Broadband Radio Analysis
ToolS5 (BRATS) software package to address this issue. TheBRATS

5 Contact lead author for details on using this software or visit
http://www.askanastronomer.co.uk/brats

software provides a wide range of model fitting, visualisation and
statistical tools for analysing broadband radio maps, key of which
to this paper are:

(i) Automatic selection of radio map regions for a given set of
parameters.

(ii) Fitting and statistical testing of spectral ageing models.
(iii) Determination of source properties as a function of position

(e.g. spectral index, spectral age, goodness-of-fit).
(iv) Determination of model parameters (e.g. injection index).
(v) Source reconstruction and subtraction for a given spectral

ageing model.

TheBRATSsoftware is written in the C programming language
and for visualisation the software makes use of thePGPLOT6 graph-
ics subroutine library, with reading and manipulation of FITS files
making use of the Funtools7 library. A detailed account of the full
range of features available within the software package is beyond
the scope of this paper, but instead we detail the functions and un-
derlying methods used in the context of spectral ageing.

The radio maps at each frequency were first loaded in to
BRATS and, to save on processing time at later stages of analysis,
a region fully encompassing the source (but excluding the core)
was defined using DS9 along with a background region. During
the load process the maps were automatically checked to ensure
that they were matched in terms of dimensions, target source, beam
size as well as ensuring no two maps were of the same frequency.
The defined background region was then used to calculate a value
for the RMS of each map which we can take to represent the off-
source thermal noise. Initial source detection was then performed,
for which a5σ cut-off was used based on this RMS value.

The radio maps at each C-band frequency were also combined
in order to give the widest bandwidth images of these sourcesavail-
able to date. The integrated flux density of the source at eachfre-
quency was first plotted using theBRATS ‘totalflux’ command and
a suitable scaling factor between frequencies determined based on
a power law model. The flux density was taken from the BRATS
data tables (as loaded from the FITS images) and this scalingfac-
tor applied on a pixel by pixel basis to an intermediate frequency
of 6 GHz. The flux density was then averaged across the number of
maps merged and a FITS image output using theFUNTOOLSsource

6 http://www.astro.caltech.edu/˜tjp/pgplot/
7 https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/˜john/funtools/
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library. The details of the individual frequency maps are given in
Table 3 with resultant combined radio maps shown in Figure 2.

2.3.1 BRATS: Adaptive regions

Traditionally, the regions over which integrated flux density val-
ues are obtained in the analysis of spectral ageing are largeand
often encompass the entire width of the lobe. With the improved
performance of the JVLA and subsequent improvement in image
fidelity, it is possible to consider regions much smaller regions than
has previously been viable. In the case of bright sources with good
uv coverage, it is often possible to consider the source spectra on
a pixel by pixel basis but in other cases we may need to consider
larger regions to get the required signal to noise. A function was
therefore written to group pixels in to regions based on a specified
set of parameters. These adaptive regions were constrainedin two
primary ways; signal to noise ratio and maximum search area.

Although we have so far assumed the off-source RMS to be
a good approximation of background noise, it is likely to be the
case that the noise on-source is considerably higher due to the in-
creased uncertainty in the modelling of the extended emission. This
has implications for both region selection and for statistical testing
of models (Section 2.3.2). For all but the lowest flux regionsthis ef-
fect is likely to be negligible with the off-source noise being at least
an order of magnitude smaller than the standard 2 per cent fluxcal-
ibration error for C-band observations with the JVLA. However,
the most diffuse, low flux regions should also contain the oldest
electron population. To correct for this uncertainty, the flux density
and spectral index maps were carefully inspected to locate areas of
diffuse emission within the source for which we could be confident
that flux density was approximately constant and free from any sig-
nificant structure. Multiple thin regions were then selected in DS9
and an RMS of the deviation from the mean flux density obtained.
Dividing each region through by the off-source RMS we found a
tight clustering of values∼ 3 times the RMS for both sources. This
multiplier was then applied during both the region selection and the
the model fitting process through theBRATS ‘onsource’ command.

For each pixel for which a region has not yet been defined, and
has not been excluded by one of the bad pixel detection techniques
(see below), its flux densitySreg was compared to a minimum flux
density given by

Sreg ≥ RSN

{

(J × SRMS)
√

nreg/abeam

}

(6)

whereRSN is a user defined signal to noise ratio,J is the on-source
noise multiplier,SRMS is the thermal noise,nreg is the number of
pixels currently in a given region andabeam is the primary beam
area. If the pixel flux density is below that of the minimum value,
an adjacent pixel is added to the region and the test repeatedwith
an increased value ofnreg . This process was then repeated adding
the closest unused pixel until either the inequality of Equation 6 is
satisfied, or,nreg is greater than a defined maximum search area.
In the case that a pixel failed to satisfy these criteria it was marked
as bad and was no longer considered in any subsequent analysis.

We also note a word of caution when selecting the parame-
ters for this method of region selection, which is of particular im-
portance when one wishes to consider each as a potential fit toan
spectral ageing model. As models of spectral ageing have multi-
ple free parameters (see Section 2.3.2), the superpositionof two JP
or KP synchrotron spectra will not always result in the expected
spectrum for a simple variation in age. If we consider the extreme
case in which a region is defined such that it covers an area over

Table 3. Summary of maps by frequency

Source Frequency Off-source RMS On-source RMSSint

(GHz) (µJy beam−1) (µJy beam−1) (Jy)

3C436 1.47 247 741 3.44
4.04 141 423 1.15
4.47 78.5 236 1.08
4.92 111 334 0.96
5.41 98.5 295 0.87
5.86 68.1 204 0.83
7.21 63.1 189 0.66
7.95 64.3 193 0.60
8.47 49.9 150 0.56

3C300 1.49 266 799 3.55
4.04 107 321 1.31
4.47 67.6 203 1.23
4.92 67.7 203 1.11
5.86 69.7 209 0.92
7.21 79.2 237 0.73
7.94 90.4 271 0.66

3C234 4.92 219 657 1.58
5.86 125 375 1.28
7.21 103 309 1.03
8.42 114 342 0.91

‘Frequency’ refers to the frequency of the map listed in the ‘Source’ col-
umn. ‘Off-source RMS’ refers to RMS noise measured over a large region
well away from the source and ‘On-source RMS’ the noise used for region
selection and statistics as per Section 2.3.1. ‘Sint ’ refers to the background
subtracted total flux density of the source as measured in DS9. The inte-
grated flux density errors are taken to be the standard JVLA flux calibration
uncertainty of 2 per cent.

which there is a sharp gradient between a very old spectrum with
a high normalization and a young region with a low normalization,
the superposition of these two ages will only provide a JP or KP
‘like’ spectrum rather than the true spectrum which was intended
to be observed. This will depend heavily on the frequencies of the
observations that have been used in the fitting process and can lead
to unreliable ages and inflated statistical values for the model fits.
In reality, we are nearly always observing the sum of different syn-
chrotron spectra in this way as we are integrating along the line
of sight through the source, but we assume that these variations
will be small enough to be negligible. For the most part, thisis also
likely to be true of the point to point variations across the length and
width of the lobes for most sources; however, it is in generalbest
practice to use the smallest possible regions for the given quality
of data available to minimise these effects. It should be noted that
although we cannot consider structure on scales smaller than the
beam size, each pixel will still be weighted towards the truespec-
trum, hence by using the smallest regions possible for a given set of
observations, the overall reliability of the results in terms of model
fitting will be increased. As our observations were planned specif-
ically with these considerations in mind (e.g. gooduv coverage for
high image fidelity) in the analysis that follows we considered each
source on a pixel by pixel basis to minimise the risk of the super-
position of spectra affecting the results in this way. A summary of
the values chosen for this region selection is shown in Table4.

The adaptive regions function also provides additional bad
pixel detection techniques above those of the signal to noise ra-
tio and sigma level detections. During our analysis, we apply the
BRATS ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ pixel detection function. When a pixel was
tested for inclusion within a region its flux density value was com-
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Table 4. Summary of adaptive region parameters

Parameter Value Units Description

Signal to noise 1 SNR (pixel to pixel)
Search area 1 Pixels2 Max. search area
On-source noise 3 On-source noise multiplier
Hot pixel limit 20 Per cent Max. pixel variation
Map variations -1 Maximum map variation (off)

‘Value’ refers to the values applied withinBRATS for the corresponding ‘Pa-
rameter’. The ‘Description’ column provides further details of the value
meaning. Note that a signal to noise of 1 is still subject to the 5σ cutoff
and the on-source noise multiplier.

pared with the surrounding pixels. If the tested flux densitydiffers
from those surrounding it by a specified multiple more then 50per
cent of the time, or, too many of the surrounding pixels were al-
ready marked as bad so the test cannot be performed reliably,the
tested pixel was also excluded. It was important that the parame-
ters for this detection method (see Table 4) were set so as to only
exclude large variations in flux density which are unphysical and
highly likely to be a result of spurious data.

2.3.2 BRATS: Model fitting and parameter determination

The BRATS software provides a number of tools designed specifi-
cally for the analysis of spectra and fitting of spectral ageing mod-
els to broadband radio data. These range from the fitting of a simple
power law between the top and bottom frequencies within a given
data set, through to the much more complex spectral ageing mod-
els of Figure 1. Here, we tested two of the most commonly used JP
and KP models, along with the more complex Tribble model with
free-streaming JP losses as detailed in Section 1.2.

In determining the model fluxes for comparison to obser-
vations, we used the standard synchrotron equations outlined by
Longair (2011) where the emissivity of a single electron as afunc-
tion of frequency is given by

J(ν) =

√
3Be3 sin2 α

8πǫ0cme
F (x) (7)

To reduce computational time, a lookup table of the single-electron
synchrotron radiation spectrum values,F (x) (see Equation 3), was
made betweenx = 1 × 10−4 and22 at 100 logarithmic intervals.
We tookF (x) as defined by Rybicki & Lightman (1979) to be

F (x) = x

∫

∞

x

K5/3(z)dz (8)

whereK is the Bessel function of order5/3, x ≡ ν/νc and
νc = 3γ2eB⊥/4πmec is the critical frequency. These points were
then used to find any value ofx using a log-linear two-point inter-
polation. For cases wherex falls outside of the minimum tabulated
range, we use the asymptote of Pacholczyk (1970)

F (x) = 2.15x1/3 (9)

and for large values ofx we assumed thatF (x) = 0. The pitch
angles were taken to be isotropic, hence integrating over the prob-
ability distribution(1/2) sinα and between the minimum (Emin)
and maximum (Emax) electron energies we find the total model
emission to be

Smod(ν) =

√
3e3B

8πǫ0cme

∫ π

0

∫ Emax

Emin

F (x) sin2 αne(E) de dα

(10)

wherene is the electron energy distribution subject to losses given
by

ne(E) = N0E
−2α+1(1− β)(2α+1)−2 (11)

andβ are the model dependent losses. For the KP model

βKP = B2Et

(

4σt sinα

6m2
eν3

cµ0

)

(12)

is analogous to Equation 4 and for the JP model

βJP = B2Et

(

4σt

6m2
eν3

cµ0

)

(13)

is analogous to Equation 5.
In the case of the free-streaming Tribble model, the JP losses

are integrated over a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (Hardcastle,
2013), hence whereB0 is the mean magnetic field strength of the
source Equation 10 becomes

Smod(ν) =

√

2

π

√
3e3

8πǫ0cme

∫

∞

0

∫ π

0

∫ Emax

Emin

F (x) sin2 αne(E)

× B3 exp
(

−B2/2B2
0

)

B3
0

dE dαdB (14)

Using the GNU Scientific Library8 (GSL) for the required nu-
merical integration, unnormalised flux density values weredeter-
mined between a minimum and maximum age range. These val-
ues were then normalised (see below) and aχ2 statistical test per-
formed using the standard equation

χ2 =

N
∑

ν=1

(

Si,ν − Smodel,ν

∆Si,ν

)2

(15)

whereN is the total number of observed frequencies,Si,ν is the
observed flux density of regioni at frequencyν, Smodel,ν is the
model flux and∆Si,ν is the total uncertainty of the observed region
given by

∆Si,ν =
{

(J × SRMS)
√

nreg/abeam

}

+ (Si,ν ×∆SE) (16)

where∆SE = 0.02 is the standard 2 per cent flux calibration er-
ror for the JVLA at C- and L-bands andJ is the on-source noise
multiplier as defined in Section 2.3.1.

As we could not be certain that in all cases the spectral age
would not contain local minima, a grid search was used to find
the best fitting spectral age for each model. In order to obtain a
high accuracy, but at a reasonable computing cost, a broad search
was first run using large age intervals (1 Myr). This process was
then automatically repeated over a series of decreasing ageintervals
bounded by the best fitting model of the previous cycle until the
required accuracy was obtained. For each spectral age tested the
normalization was determined by a golden ratio search basedon
the methods of Press et al. (2007). Using this approach over a2-
dimensional grid search vastly improves the speed of the model
fitting and allowed accuracy to be achieved to the floating point
limit.

For both the JP and KP models, we assumed a fixed mag-
netic field which is in equipartition across the lobes (although see
Section 4.3 for discussion on the validity of this assumption). We
made use of theSYNCH code of Hardcastle, Birkinshaw & Worrall
(1998) and the parameters of Table 5 to determine the magnetic

8 http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/
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Figure 3. χ2 values for 3C436 (left) and 3C300 (right) for varying injection index values fitted with a natural cubic spline. The solidblue line represents the
KP model, the red dashed line the JP model and the black dottedline the Tribble model. Data points are taken at intervals of0.1 between 0.5 and 1.0 inclusive
and intervals of 0.01 between 0.8 and 0.92 for 3C436 and between 0.8 and 0.87 for 3C300. As all data points lie on the fitted spline, they are excluded for
clarity. Note that minima occur at 0.86 for 3C436 and at 0.82 for 3C300 for all models.

Table 5. Summary of SYNCH parameters

Source Parameter Value Units Comments

3C436 Length, Radius 110, 10.5 Arcsec
3C300 Length, Radius 115, 12.0 Arcsec
3C436 δ 2.72 δ = 2αinj + 1
3C300 δ 2.64 δ = 2αinj + 1
All Emin 5× 107 eV γ ≈ 10
All Emax 1× 1011 eV γ ≈ 1× 106

‘Source’ lists the target name for which the listed parameters were applied.
‘Parameter’ refers to the parameter name where;Emin is the minimum en-
ergy of the electron distribution;Emax is the maximum energy of the elec-
tron distribution; ‘Length, Radius’ are the source dimensions; andδ is the
electron energy power law index given byδ = (αinj/2) − 1 whereαinj

is the injection index of the source determined in Section 3.1.

field strength for each source. As both the JP and KP mod-
els assume an initial electron energy distribution described by
a power law, previous attempts to fit such models to observa-
tions have assumed an injection index of between∼ 0.5 and0.7
(Jaffe & Perola, 1973; Carilli et al., 1991; Katz-Stone et al., 1993;
Orru et al., 2010). However, whilst this has historically been a rea-
sonable assumption, the improved radio data provided by theJVLA
both in terms of both quality and quantity gave us an ideal oppor-
tunity to investigate this assumption.BRATS therefore provides the
‘findinject’ command which fits models over a range of injection
indices outputting the sum of theχ2 over all regions. This in turn
can be used to determine the best fitting injection index for agiven
model and source. A lower limit for the injection index of 0.5is
given by synchrotron theory, therefore both the KP and JP mod-
els were initially fitted at intervals of 0.1 between this value and
a reasonable upper limit of 1.0. Once the best injection index had
been determined at this level of accuracy, thefindinjectcommand
was run for a second time in a range around the minimum value
at intervals of 0.01. We took the minimum and maximum electron
Lorentz factor to beγ = 10 andγ = 1× 106 respectively. The re-
sulting values were then plotted and the minimum injection index
found.

Once the model parameters had been determined, the final

model fitting of the sources was performed. The combination of
normalization and spectral age which provided the lowestχ2 value
for each region were recorded. Plots of model against observed flux
density along with mapping of spectral ages and correspondingχ2

values as function of position were produced using theBRATS soft-
ware package.

Although the plotting of theχ2 value as a function of position
was used as the measure of the goodness-of-fit for regions within a
source, additional statistical tests were also available for determin-
ing the fit of a given model over the source as a whole. The mean of
theχ2 for an entire source can provide an initial indication of the
overall goodness-of-fit; however, regions where there are high χ2

values due to known, non-physical reasons (such as dynamic range
effects) can cause the average to be biased toward the rejection of
a model. Two additional statistical checks were therefore made to
account for this bias. Theχ2 cumulative distribution function was
first calculated at 68, 90, 95 and 99 per cent confidence levelsusing
the computational techniques of Press et al. (2007) and the GNU
Scientific Library functions. Theχ2 value of each region was then
binned to a given confidence level with a cut-off for the rejection
of the region set at≥ 95 per cent confidence. If more than half of
regions fell above this rejection cut-off, the model over the source
is classed as a poor fit and rejected. The median of the individual
rejected or non-rejected interval bins was then taken to give a level
at which the (non-) rejection is made. For example, if the median
of a non-rejection falls within the 68 to 90 per cent intervalbin,
we can say that the model for the source as a whole cannot be re-
jected at greater than a 90 per cent confidence level. This method
of analysis allows the goodness-of-fit to be weighted towards the
area over which a model is well or poorly fitted rather than a bias
towards highχ2, but potentially small, regions of poor fit.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Model Parameters

The plot ofχ2 values for varying injection indices are shown in
Figure 3 where we see that clear minima occur for all models and
sources. In the case of 3C436 the JP, KP and Tribble models give
an injection index of 0.86 with 3C300 having minima at 0.82 inall
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Table 6. Model Fitting Results

Source αinj Model Meanχ2 Meanχ2
red Confidence Bins Rejected Median Confidence

< 68 68 - 90 90 - 95 95 - 99 ≥ 99

3C436 0.86 KP 15.64 2.23 1300 1057 437 663 1337 No < 68
JP 16.03 2.29 1238 1042 427 674 1413 No < 68

Tribble 15.74 2.25 1286 1055 429 670 1354 No < 68
0.60 KP 29.21 4.17 472 372 227 567 3156 Yes > 99

JP 33.61 4.80 360 313 179 491 3451 Yes > 99
Tribble 31.16 4.45 395 347 194 542 3316 Yes > 99

3C300 0.82 KP 11.65 2.33 1705 724 276 476 931 No < 68
JP 11.72 2.34 1705 709 280 462 956 No < 68

Tribble 11.67 2.33 1706 719 273 476 938 No < 68
0.60 KP 14.55 2.91 1593 728 254 388 1149 No < 68

JP 15.58 3.12 1544 748 246 374 1200 No < 68
Tribble 14.91 2.98 1574 743 239 375 1181 No < 68

‘Source’ lists the target name of the listed results. ‘αinj ’ refers to the injection index used for fitting of the ‘Model’column. Meanχ2 lists the averageχ2

over the entire source with an equivalent reduced value shown in the ‘Meanχ2
red’ column. ‘Confidence Bins’ lists the number of regions for which theirχ2

values falls with the stated confidence range. ‘Rejected’ lists whether the goodness-of-fit to the source as a whole can berejected as per Section 2.3.2 and
‘Median Confidence’ the confidence level at which the model can or cannot be rejected.

cases. It is immediately clear that these represent a much steeper
injection index than has previously been assumed; however,given
that there is noa priori knowledge of the injection indices of FR-IIs
at this level of spectral resolution, particularly at the low frequen-
cies at which the power law distribution is assumed to occur,these
best-fit values were used for model fitting and the determination of
δ for the magnetic field strength as listed in Table 5 (It is interesting
to note that in the recent LOFAR study of the nearby FR-I source
M87 by de Gasperin et al. (2012), a similar high injection index
was observed). Fits were also performed using the commonly used
injection index of 0.60 to allow comparison. This deviationfrom
the standard assumption of injection index and its implications are
discussed further in Section 4.2.

Whereδ = 2αinj+1 relates the injection indexα to the initial
electron energy power law distributionδ, for the best-fitting injec-
tion indices we derive values ofδ3C436 = 2.72 andδ3C300 = 2.64
respectively. Assuming equipartition and the parameters of Table 5,
we find magnetic field strengths of1.04 nT for 3C436 and1.10 nT
for 3C300. For the commonly assumedαinj = 0.6 whereδ = 2.2,
we derive magnetic fields strengths of0.648 nT for 3C436 and
0.755 nT for 3C300. These values agree well with commonly as-
sumed values of around10−9 T for lobes of FR-II radio galaxies
(e.g. Jaffe & Perola, 1973; Alexander & Leahy, 1987; Alexander,
1987; Carilli et al., 1991; Croston et al., 2005).

3.2 Spectral Age and Model Comparison

Figures 4 and 5 show the spectral age of the two sources and their
correspondingχ2 values as a function of position. We see that al-
though spectral age does change with distance along the lobe, this
variation is not restricted to one axis and many unexpected features
are present. Given the complexity and dynamics of these sources
this is perhaps not surprising, but this is the first time these varia-
tions have been observed in great enough detail to be fully anal-
ysed. The spectral morphology between models only differs by
∼ 15 per cent with respect to age with the main spectral features
remaining independent of model type. This is also the case for the
more commonly used injection index of 0.60. We find that spectral
age increases by a factor of around 3, consistent with expectations,

but also observe an increase of around 50 per cent in theχ2 in re-
gions of both diffuse and small scale emission (Table 6).

We see from Figure 4 that 3C436 has a spectral morphology
close to that of the classical case, with the lowest age regions lo-
cated close to the hot spots and a general trend of increasingage
as we move towards the galaxy core. However, we note that there
is also a non-negligible variation in age across the width ofboth
the northern and southern lobes. For 3C300 this asymmetry iseven
more pronounced. Not only do we observe age variations across
the width of the southern lobe, we also see discrete low age regions
spread along the length of the northern lobe (A of Figure 6). Com-
paring their location to features observed on the high resolution
maps of Figure 12, we find they coincide with the likely location
of the northern jet. In the southern lobe of 3C300, we also seean
extended region with a spectral ages of∼ 1 Myr (B of Figure 6)
well away from the hot spot. This region is likely to be the result
of either the relic of a old hot spot, or a fast outflow as noted by
Hardcastle et al. (1997). What is clear is that these cross-lobe age
variations and the scales on which they exist have implications for
previous studies of spectral ageing where cross-lobe variations are
assumed to be small. We discuss these points further in Sections
3.3 and 4.3.

The goodness-of-fit of the models to these sources also pro-
vide some interesting results. Theχ2 values for 3C436 of Figure 4
and Table 6 show that forαinj = 0.86, we cannot reject any of our
three models for the majority of the central lobe. However, there
are also a significant number of regions for which the models do
not provide a good fit. The worst fitting regions whereχ2

red ≈ 16
lie at the very edge of the southern lobe (C of Figure 6). We note
from the high-resolution map of Figure 12 that within these regions
an extended area of high intensity and low spectral age is present
well away from the location of the classical hot spot. As these re-
gions of highχ2 are so close to the edge of the source, to the hot
spot and to this extended region of high intensity, we suggest that
the poor model fits are likely due to edge effects and dynamic range
issues resulting in large flux density variations. We see from the
plot of one of these regions in Figure 7 (top left) that the variation
is noise like, with such large variations unlikely to be physical in
nature. Examples of well-fitted regions for both sources areshown
in Figure 10 for comparison. Interestingly, Figure 4 also shows that
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Figure 4. Spectral ageing maps (left) and correspondingχ2 maps (right) of 3C436 with 7.2 GHz flux contours. Three model fits are shown; KP model (top),
JP model (middle) and Tribble model (bottom) with injectionindex 0.86.
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Figure 5. Spectral ageing maps (left) and correspondingχ2 maps (right) of 3C300 with 7.2 GHz flux contours. Three model fits are shown; KP model (top),
JP model (middle) and Tribble model (bottom) with injectionindex 0.82.c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS000, 000–000
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Table 7. Lobe Advance Speeds

Source αinj Model Lobe Max Age (MYrs) ± Distance (Kpc) Speed
(

10−2(v/c)
)

±

3C436 0.86 KP North 5.90 0.45 208 16.8 1.3
JP North 6.30 0.48 208 15.7 1.2

Tribble North 6.91 0.52 208 14.4 1.1
KP South 5.90 0.45 180 13.6 1.1
JP South 6.30 0.48 180 14.6 1.0

Tribble South 6.91 0.52 180 12.4 0.9
0.60 KP North 17.4 1.3 208 5.70 0.43

JP North 16.4 1.2 208 6.05 0.46
Tribble North 18.2 1.4 208 5.45 0.41

KP South 17.4 1.3 180 4.94 0.37
JP South 16.4 1.2 180 5.24 0.40

Tribble South 18.2 1.4 180 4.72 0.36
3C300 0.82 KP North 4.50 0.48 293 31.1 2.8

JP North 5.20 0.41 293 26.9 2.5
Tribble North 5.60 0.51 293 25.0 2.3

KP South 5.60 0.51 140 12.0 1.0
JP South 5.90 0.54 140 11.4 1.1

Tribble South 6.50 0.59 140 10.3 0.9
0.60 KP North 10.5 1.0 293 13.3 1.2

JP North 11.0 1.0 293 12.7 1.2
Tribble North 12.8 1.2 293 11.4 1.0

KP South 13.8 1.3 140 4.86 0.44
JP South 13.0 1.2 140 5.15 0.47

Tribble South 14.4 1.3 140 4.65 0.43

‘Source’ lists the target name of the listed results. ‘αinj ’ refers to the injection index used for fitting of the ‘Model’column. ‘Max Age’ is the maximum
ages of the corresponding ‘Lobe’ in Myrs. ‘Distance’ gives the separation between the oldest age population in the lobe and the hot spot in Kpc.‘Speed’ lists
the derived speed as a fraction of the speed of light as detailed in Section 3.4.

an elongated region (D of Figure 6) of the southern lobe, which we
would expect to be well fitted, instead has a highχ2 value. Com-
paring these regions to the high resolution maps of Figure 12we
see a clear correlation between the jet and the poor model fits. This
is a somewhat unexpected result given the resolution at which these
observations were made as the jet is barely visible in the individual
total intensity maps. The spectral distinction between jetand lobe
may provide a means of inferring the location of bright jets in fu-
ture broadband investigations where high resolution maps are not
available.

Theχ2 values for 3C300 of Figure 5 and Table 6 again pro-
vided good model fits for the central regions of the lobes for the
best-fittingαinj = 0.82, but we also see many regions where
the model fits can be rejected of at least the95 per cent signif-
icance level which must be accounted for. The area around the
southern hot spot and along the southern edge of the source where
χ2
red ≈ 15 are the regions of greatest intensity (Figure 2) and it is

therefore again likely that these regions are affected by dynamic
range issues (e.g. Figure 7, top right). We also observe thatthe
more diffuse emission of the southern lobe provides a worse fit
than is expected in comparison to the diffuse emission of thenorth-
ern lobe. Being well separated from the hot spot it is unlikely to
be subject to any significant dynamic range effects but the overall
source morphology and its location within the lobe does allow for
possible orientation effects which are discussed further in Section
4.1. Model fits to the diffuse emission which are observed to the
side of the source are in good agreement with the models; however,
from Figure 4 we find an unexpected low age region is present (E
of Figure 6). Comparing these regions to the high resolutionmaps
of Figure 12, we see no corresponding small scale structure which
can account for these low ages but we note that these are the lowest

flux regions of the source. From Figure 7 (bottom) which showsthe
plot of one of these regions, we see noise-like variations with large
error bars which will tend to push the best-fit to that of a power
law. We are therefore likely pushing the limit of our image fidelity
within this area and so believe that these low age regions arelikely
not physical in nature. We discuss image fidelity further in Section
3.3.

The model fitting using the commonly assumed value of
αinj = 0.60 fare much worse than those of the best-fitting in-
jection indices. We see from Table 6 that for 3C436 all modelscan
be rejected through median binning at greater than the 99 percent
confidence level. For 3C300 the model fits cannot be rejected at
the 68 per cent confidence level, but we note that this is heavily
weighted by the larger northern lobe where the models are well fit-
ted. In the southern lobe we find that all models can be rejected
at the99 per cent confidence level in the vast majority of regions.
We note that even in the well fitted northern lobe theχ2 values are
still significantly worse than those whereαinj = 0.82. It is also
interesting to note that from Figure 3 as we move to lower injec-
tion index values, the difference in the sum ofχ2 between models
increases, making the determination of the best-fitting model much
more distinct. This again has implications for both past andfuture
studies of spectral ageing discussed further in Section 4.2.

One of the key factors in creating reliable results when in-
vestigating spectral curvature is accurate flux calibration. Although
the data were calibrated in the standard manner, recent results from
the long term study by Perley & Butler (2013) of the flux density
scale for calibration sources commonly used by the JVLA (includ-
ing those used in this paper) show deviations from the standard
values employed during our initial calibration. As these variations
are frequency-dependent, they could potentially have a significant
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Figure 6. Spectral age map of 3C300 (left) and reducedχ2 map of 3C436 (right) for the JP model fitting with a 0.86 injection index. Locations of significant
interest are marked as discussed in Section 3.2.

impact on both the spectral ages and injection indices foundwithin
this paper. The source fluxes were therefore scaled to these cor-
rected values (Table 13 of Perley & Butler 2013) withinBRATS and
both model fitting and injection index minimisation re-run.We find
that both the spectral ages and statistical values remain similar to
those derived using the standard calibration values; however, the
injection index rises to 0.89 for 3C436 and 0.86 for 3C300. The
impact of this re-calibration on our results is therefore minimal, but
it should be carefully considered in future studies.

Although the majority of model fits cannot be rejected at any
reasonable confidence level, we see from Table 6 that there isa
consistency as to which of those tested provides the best descrip-
tion of the source. We find that for both sources and injectionin-
dices, the JP model provides a significantly worse fit to the two
sources compared to those of the KP and Tribble. The KP model
always provides the best fit regardless of injection index, with the
Tribble model giving very similar statistical values both in terms of
meanχ2 and median binning by confidence level. Given that the
JP model has historically been considered the more physically re-
alistic description of spectral ageing this is perhaps surprising; we
discuss this finding further in Section 4.4.

3.3 Imaging Methods and Fidelity

In order to determine the validity of the results presented in Section
3.2 and the implications which they may hold for past and future
works, we must first be confident what spectral structure can be be-
lieved. It is also important that we investigate which of thecurrent
methods of image deconvolution provides the most reliable results
when undertaking this form of spectral study.

Figure 8 shows the spectral age maps produced from the im-
ages deconvolved using the hybrid maximum entropy method. As
the standard method provides only negligible differences in age and
morphology, only the spectral age maps from the hybrid MEM de-
convolution are shown for conciseness. From these images wesee
that the spectral morphology is similar to that produced from the
standard CLEAN algorithm. As cross-lobe variations, alongwith

the key features of Figure 6 are present in both the MEM and hybrid
deconvolution for both sources, it is unlikely that these features are
simply a result of deconvolution effects. This reinforces the asser-
tion that our image fidelity is high and that the observed cross-lobe
spectral variations are likely to be real. We also note that the MEM
appears to recover more of the diffuse emission at low flux densi-
ties, vital for probing the oldest regions of plasma. However, the
MEM is known to often have difficulties recovering reliable flux
values at all scales (see Narayan & Nityananda 1986 for a review)
and this is evident when considering the fluxes within our sample
where a high amount of scatter is observed. The hybrid method
improves the flux levels at smaller scales, but the uncertainty in
flux imposed is likely to outweigh the benefit of an increase inthe
imaging of additional diffuse emission for our sources. We there-
fore suggest that although the MEM and hybrid methods provide a
good test of image fidelity and in determining true cross-lobe vari-
ations, they are unlikely to provide more reliable ages and statistics
than those obtained through standard CLEANing.

It is also important that we determine on what scales these
variations exist if they are to be applied to future studies.The spec-
tral age maps shown in Figure 9, which use images created us-
ing multi-scale CLEANing, show that structure may be present on
scales smaller than those observed when using the standard,single-
scale CLEANing. Although the large scale spectral morphology re-
mains similar, greater structure is evident on smaller scales where
spectral ages are observed to vary on spatial scales of approxi-
mately the beam size. These age variations are small (< 1 Myr)
and so are unlikely to have a large impact on the results within this
paper. Whether these variations are real or a result of deconvolu-
tion is not yet clear, but future studies should consider thepossibil-
ity that variations exist within the data on scales smaller than those
observed when single-scale CLEANing is used. We will investi-
gate the optimal parameters for similar sources in the context of
multi-scale CLEANing and the physical reality of these variations
in greater detail using fully broad-bandwidth data in a subsequent
paper currently in preparation (Harwood & Hardcastle, 2013).
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Figure 7. Plots of flux against frequency for the highχ2 regions of 3C436 (top left) and 3C300 (top right) and the unexpected low ages region of 3C300
(bottom middle) as discussed in Section 3.2. Red lines indicate the best-fitting JP model with parameters as noted on eachplot.

3.4 Lobe Speeds

Assuming an initial acceleration of an electron populationin the
region of the hot spot which then ages freely over time, we areable
to determine a characteristic speed of a given lobe,vlobe, using the
spectral age of oldest material and the current distance of the hot
spot from the core. Defining a characteristic lobe speed in this way
has previously been used by two of the largest spectral ageing sam-
ples by Alexander & Leahy (1987) and Liu et al. (1992) allowing
a direct comparison to be made to lobe speeds of similar FR-II
sources.

From Table 7 we see that for 3C436, the best-fitting injec-
tion index provides a lobe speed of between 0.144 (Tribble) and
0.168 c (KP) which are in good agreement with those found by
Myers & Spangler (1985) and Liu et al. (1992) for similar FR-II
sources. If we consider the case whereαinj = 0.6, we find that
due to the increased curvature (hence age) required in fitting of the
models, the lobe speeds drop considerably to between 0.0545(Trib-
ble) and 0.0605c (JP), in line with the works of Alexander & Leahy
(1987) who find significantly lower lobe speeds over their sample.

For 3C300, we find the speed of the northern lobe to be much

higher than would be expected with values between 0.250 (Trib-
ble) and 0.311c (KP) in the best-fitting case. Although we find that
whereαinj = 0.6 these values drop to between 0.109 (Tribble)
and 0.133 (JP), these speeds are still notably higher than those pre-
sented by Alexander & Leahy (1987) where they find for the north-
ern lobe a speed of 0.026± 0.045c. Assuming initial acceleration
of the oldest regions of plasma occurred when the hot spot waslo-
cated near the core, we are also able to derive a lower limit ofthe
drift speed for the emission found in the side lobe of 3C300. Us-
ing the Tribble model (which provides the oldest ages) and where
αinj = 0.82, we find a lower limit for the average speed of 0.113
c. Whereαinj = 0.60 an average speed of 0.0493c is required
to reach its current location. Whilst quite high, these speeds are
not physically implausible. For the southern lobe of 3C300 we find
for the best-fitting injection index the lobe advance speedslie be-
tween 0.103 (Tribble) and 0.120c (KP) and whereαinj = 0.6,
speeds range between of 0.0465 (Tribble) and 0.0515c (JP). The
large variation in advance speed between the northern and southern
lobes is likely to be due to possible effects of both orientation and
jet environment which are discussed further in Sections 4.1and 4.3
respectively.
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Figure 8. Spectral ageing maps (left) and correspondingχ2 maps (right) of 3C436 (top) and 3C300 (bottom) with 7.2 GHz flux contours using the hybrid
maximum entropy method. The JP model of spectral ageing is shown using the best fitting injection indices of 0.86 and 0.82 for 3C436 and 3C300 respectively.

3.5 Source Reconstruction

In principle, if the spectral age and normalization of a region within
a source are known, then the flux density of that region can be de-
termined for any given model at any given frequency. Within this
paper, the regions of the source are taken on a pixel by pixel basis,
hence it was possible to reconstruct the source as a whole produc-
ing images comparable to the combined radio maps of Figure 2.
The flux density of each pixel at 6 GHz was therefore calculated
using the best-fitting model, age and normalization values as deter-
mined in Section 3.2 for both 3C436 and 3C300. In reality, differ-
ences will exist between the image as reconstructed from themodel
and that which is observed in regions where it does not provided an
exact description of the source. The reconstructed image was there-
fore subtracted from the combined frequency images usingBRATS

to provide a goodness-of-fit map as a function of position andto
highlight any large scale correlations which exist. Two images were

then produced for each source showing regions where flux density
has been over- and underestimated, the results of which are shown
in Figure 11.

We find, as expected, that there are slight variations between
the combined frequency maps and those determined through re-
construction of the source for the best fitting KP model. From
Figure 2 we note that the off-source RMS of the combined fre-
quency maps is27 and33 µJy beam−1 for 3C436 and 3C300 re-
spectively. Comparing these values to the subtracted images, we
find that the model reconstruction agrees well across the majority
of both sources but note some distinct regions where flux density
variation is well above the RMS noise.

For 3C436, we notice that the reconstructed image consider-
ably underestimates the flux density at the tips of both the northern
and southern lobes. These correspond to the brightest regions of
the source, but note from the high resolution images of Figure 12
that for the southern lobe, this region may not be the location of the
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primary hot spot. We also see a similar discrepancy in the southern
hot spot of 3C300, although in this case the model overestimates
the source flux density. As discussed in Section 3.2, this is unlikely
to be due to the high injection indices as the model fits improve
within these regions when compared to fits at lower injectionin-
dices. It is therefore possible that these bright regions weare again
subject to dynamic range effects. An underestimate in flux density
of the reconstructed source is also seen in regions close to the core
and in the side lobe of 3C300. These flux density differences are
much smaller than those found at the tips of the lobes and are found
in the oldest regions of plasma. We see from Figures 4 and 5 that
both of these areas of the source provides a good fit to the model.
Bearing in mind that here we are not correcting for the on-source
noise described in Section 2.3.1, it is likely that these underesti-
mates are due to the large fractional error present in these fainter
regions. In the case of 3C300 we also see an underestimate of flux
density along the bright southern edge of the source and in regions
of the southern lobe close to the core. Comparing the location of
these areas to those of Figure 5 this is not surprising as theycor-
relate closely to the poor fitting of the model within these regions.
This is likely due to possible dynamic range and orientationissues
discussed further in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.

Probably the most interesting result found within these maps
are the extended regions of overestimated model flux densityin the
southern lobe of 3C436 and the northern lobe of 3C300. These re-
gions closely correlate with the suspected location of the jets in
both the high resolution maps of Figure 12. If these are indeed the
location of the jets, then it is not surprising that the modeldoes
not successfully reproduce the observed flux density, as we would
not expect the spectral ageing models and the assumptions therein
to be valid under such conditions. The implications of this finding
in conjunction with those of Section 3.2 with respect to determin-
ing the age, and hence power, of sources are discussed in detail in
Section 4.

4 DISCUSSION

The dependency of spectral ageing on a number of assumptions
(e.g. equipartition) and poorly constrained parameters (e.g. mag-
netic field strength) have historically called in to question both
its reliability as a measure of age (hence power) as well as the
validity of the spectral age models as a whole (e.g. Eilek, 1996;
Eilek & Arendt, 1996; Blundell & Rawlings, 2001). The results we
present within this paper provide the first opportunity to further
investigate previously held assumptions and to constrain some of
these parameters to unprecedented levels. In the followingsections
we discuss these parameters, our results and the influence they have
on our current understanding of the dynamics of these sources.

4.1 Source Morphology

So far, we have assumed that the viewing angle of these galaxies is
side-on. From the high resolution maps (Figure 12) of 3C436,we
see that only a one-sided jet is observed from which we can infer
that the source must, to at least some degree, be tilted towards the
line of sight. However, sources in which the angle to the plane of
the sky is large are generally expected to be non-symmetric due to
time travel differences causing one lobe to be observed at anearlier
stage of evolution than the other. The symmetry of 3C436 in terms
of lobe size and classical double structure therefore suggests that
this angle is likely to be small and so the assumption of a side-on

viewing angle is probably still a good approximation. The irregular
morphology of 3C300 means that this assumption is far less clear
cut. We see from Figure 2 that the southern lobe of 3C300 is sig-
nificantly shorter than than that of the northern lobe and contains
bright emission away from the hot spot (B of Figure 6). We also
clearly observe a distinctive region of diffuse emission tothe side
of the source, which we assume to be associated with the northern
lobe.

One strong possibility for this asymmetric morphology is the
environment in which the galaxy resides. If the external gasdensity
of the medium through which the jet passes differs significantly
between the northern and southern lobes, then we would also ex-
pect to observe differing lobe morphologies. If a jet resides in a
low density environment, the jet can easily propagate through the
medium, hence we would expect an elongated structure as is ob-
served in the northern lobe of 3C300. Conversely, if the external
gas density is high we would expect a much shorter, wider lobe
to be present. Unfortunately, determining whether 3C300 resides
in such an asymmetric environment would require X-ray observa-
tions of the surrounding medium; however, the derived jet speeds
and spectral ages, discussed further in Section 4.3, do provide some
indirect evidence that this may be the case.

Although the observations made within this paper do not al-
low us to directly determine the cause of this irregular morphology,
the possible observable effects must be considered. As mentioned
in Section 3.2, the poorly fitted regions within the southernedge of
the lobe of 3C300 could be a result of observing angle. The general
assumption for all investigations of spectral analysis of this type is
that the point to point age variations along the line of sightwill be
small enough to be negligible (Section 2.3.1). For a classical dou-
ble such as 3C436 this assumption is likely to hold as we see from
Figure 4 that age variations are small for any region size (i.e. one
pixel deep) slice across the width of the lobe. Age variations along
the line of sight would therefore remain small for any side-on view-
ing angle. However, if we rotate the viewing angle of the source so
that we are looking significantly ‘head on’, such as may be thecase
for 3C300, we will observe the effects of non-negligible variation
in age that we know to exist along the length of the source. We
would therefore encounter the problems of modelling a superposi-
tion of ages as outlined in Sections 2.3.1 but along the line of sight,
rather than along the length or width of the source. In areas such
as the hot spot, the observed flux density will be dominated bythe
young, bright emission of a given (small) region with only a minor
fraction contribution being made from any aged regions present,
hence a good fit will still be found. For more diffuse and low flux
regions such as the southern edge of 3C300, this will not be the
case and the effects of superposition can no longer be ignored. It
is also possible that if the source lies significantly away from the
plane of the sky, then the asymmetry between the lobes may be due
to light travel time effects. In this scenario, we would observe the
southern lobe at a much earlier time than its northern counterpart;
hence, it may not yet have evolved in to the extended structure seen
in the northern lobe.

The absence of diffuse emission to the side of the southern
lobe of 3C300 may also be due to the effects of orientation. Ifthe
southern lobe does in fact have a morphology similar to the char-
acteristic L-shape of the northern lobe, but is rotated either towards
or away from the line of sight, it would not be immediately evi-
dent that such a feature exists. Given the potentially largeage vari-
ations and size of this region, this emission could add considerably
to the superposition of spectra observed, so invalidating the under-
lying assumption that along any given line of sight, age variations
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Figure 9. Spectral ageing maps (left) and correspondingχ2 maps (right) of 3C300 with 7.2 GHz flux contours using multi-scale imaging. The JP model of
spectral ageing is shown using the best fitting injection indices of 0.86 and 0.82 for 3C436 and 3C300 respectively.

are small. We therefore believe that in the southern lobe of 3C300,
both dynamic range effects caused by the extended region of high
intensity emission, along with a possible contribution from the ob-
serving angle effects mentioned in this section are likely to be the
cause of poor fits in the southern lobe, rather than any physical
property of the source.

The observed low age regions (3C300) and poorχ2 (3C436)
which correlate closely to the suspected location of the jets, is
an unexpected result at such moderate resolutions and is thefirst
observation that we are aware of such features in FR-II galaxies.
As the jet spectra are thought to take the form of a power law
(Bridle & Perley, 1984; Treichel et al., 2001) similar to those found
in the jets of more extensively studied FR-I jets (Laing et al., 2006,
2008; Laing & Bridle, 2013), it is likely that these regions are a su-
perposition of the aged and jet spectra. In the case of 3C300 the
low age regions correlate closely to bright features along the jet,
hence, the jet emission is likely to dominate the spectral profile in

these areas. In the case of 3C436 we do not observe the jet in either
flux density or spectral age, therefore the regions must still domi-
nated by the aged plasma at these resolutions. As the flux density of
the ageing spectra decreases faster with increasing frequency than a
power law of the jet, this leads to a flattening of the spectralprofile
at higher frequencies. It is therefore possible for an age tobe well-
fitted at lower frequencies, but increasingly deviate from the model
at as we increase in frequency leading to poorχ2 values (particu-
larly when the spectral age is also low such as is seen in 3C436).
In either case, our results provide a possible method for inferring
the location of jets where no high resolution images are available.
The jet also gives rise to a potentially significant source ofcross
lobe age variations which should be carefully considered infuture
investigations.
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Figure 10. Plots of flux against frequency for two well fitted regions of 3C436 (left) and 3C300 (right). Red lines indicate the best-fitting JP model with
parameters as noted on each plot.

4.2 Injection index

In determining the spectral age of FR-II sources through thetwo
most commonly used single injection JP and KP models, as wellas
the more complex Tribble model, a key assumption is made about
to the initial electron energy distribution and radiative losses. It is
assumed that the initial distribution (Equation 1), takes the form
of a power law of indexδ. If we are to assume these models to be
correct, then by extension the observable initial spectralenergy dis-
tribution of these models given byαinj = 2δ+1, should also take
the form of a power law; the so-called injection index. As noted in
Section 2.3.2, previous studies have assumed the injectionindex to
take values∼ 0.5 to 0.7 (Jaffe & Perola, 1973; Carilli et al., 1991;
Katz-Stone et al., 1993; Orru et al., 2010) but it is clear from the re-
sults of Section 3.1 that these values do not provide the best-fits for
any of the commonly used models tested within this paper. It is in-
teresting to note that the study of spectral index at low frequencies
by Laing & Peacock (1980) as well as subsequent early studiesof
spectral ageing based on these works (e.g. Alexander 1987) all find
spectral indices at low frequencies of around 0.8 for FR-II sources
of a similar redshift. In this section we consider possible explana-
tions for the high values of the injection index obtained within this
work.

One possibility is that the derived injection indices are being
driven to high values through lack of curvature at low-frequencies.
If we consider the spectral profiles of the Tribble model and the JP
model on which it is based, at very low frequencies (i.e. a fewtens
of MHz) we see from the loss Equation 10 that for any given age the
Tribble model produces a more highly curved spectrum due to the
integration of losses over a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. We
would therefore expect a lower best-fitting injection indexvalue to
be found for the Tribble model compared to that of the JP modelif
the cause of the high values were due to a lack of low-frequency
curvature, rather than the convergence of all models to a single
injection index value within a source. In theory, this can also be
reproduced by increasing the age of a given region so a greater
low-frequency curvature is present; however, this would also force
the model at GHz frequencies to be poorly fitted. As it is already
well established that these models can provide a good description
of FR-II sources, we find that this is unlikely to be the case.

The low-age regions (particularly those of zero age) also pro-
vide key insight into the injection index values found within this
paper. These regions are well described by spectra close to that
of a power law; hence, if the injection index was somehow being
forced by the ageing models to higher values through a lack oflow-
frequency curvature, we would expect these regions to stillprovide
the best-fit around the commonly assumed value of 0.6 as they are
less heavily influenced by loss effects. From Figure 4 and Table 6,
we see that this is clearly not the case. Across all sources and mod-
els, theχ2 values within these low age regions are better fitted by
the higher injection indices. We therefore find it unlikely that a lack
of low-frequency curvature in the models is the underlying cause of
this unexpected result. We note that this does not preclude aneed
for increased curvature at low frequencies in providing thebest de-
scription of spectral ageing as a whole, but it does not appear to be
influencing our determination of the initial electron energy distri-
bution.

Probably the most likely cause of such a bias to high injection
indices comes from the data itself. The large frequency gap between
the archival VLA observations and the higher frequency JVLAob-
servations mean that the 1.4 GHz data hold a higher weightingin
the determination of an injection index. We find that when only
the JVLA data is considered the best-fitting injection indexfalls
to the more commonly assumed values; however we cannot reject
these variations based on selectively excluding data points solely
to fit with convention. Historically, spectral ageing has been de-
termined through colour-colour plots (e.g. Katz-Stone et al., 1993;
Hardcastle & Looney, 2001), or, through spectral break analysis
(e.g. Burch, 1979; Alexander, 1987; Liu et al., 1992; Konar et al.,
2006) which suffer from the same frequency space limitations. As
these studies are also limited to large spatial regions, injection in-
dex values can only be determined reliably in regions of particle
acceleration i.e. the hot spots, where ageing effects should be neg-
ligible. As we find no valid reason to exclude these low-frequency
data points and, within this paper, we are able to determine the in-
jection index based on many small regions, over multiple sources,
fitted to multiple models, all of which converge to a common injec-
tion index, we cannot confidently reject these findings. Thisleaves
three plausible solutions to the problem; 1) the injection indices do
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Figure 11. Maps of residual flux from the subtraction of the reconstructed model source from the observed source as described in Section 3.5. Model subtracted
maps of 3C436 (top) and 3C300 (bottom) showing regions of model flux overestimation (left) and underestimation (right) are shown. Scale is in units of Jy
beam−1. Here the KP model has been used in reconstruction of the source using the best fitting spectral ages and normalizations. Maps are limited to the
regions used in the model fitting of Sections 2.3.2 and 3.2. Overlaid are the 6 GHz contours of the combined frequency maps of Figure 2.

conform to the assumed values of∼ 0.6 but are forced to higher
values by erroneous 1.4 GHz data; 2) the higher injection indices
found within this paper are correct and previous studies arebiased
towards lower values; or, 3) the models themselves are poorly fitted
at low frequencies, resulting in an observed injection index which
is higher than the physical reality.

What is clear is that these findings call into question what has
previously been held to be a reliable assumption. As we can find no
cause of a bias towards higher than expected injection indices, we

must consider the possibility that there may be either some physical
reality behind these values or that previous studies where alower
injection index has been assumed may also be subject to this same
effects leading to biased statistics in model fitting. We seefrom
Figure 3 that with an injection index of 0.6, there is a large vari-
ation in the goodness-of-fit between models but when considering
these fits for the best-fitting injection index, they become far less
pronounced. Therefore regardless of the underlying reasonfor the
high injection indices, a given model may be favoured over another
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Figure 12. High resolution total intensity maps of 3C436 (left) and 3C300 (right) by Hardcastle et al. (1997). The resolution of themaps are 0.75 and 0.50
arcseconds for 3C436 and 3C300 respectively. The flux scale has been adjusted to enhance the bright small scale features and jets described in Section 3.2.

due to an incorrect assumption, rather than its ability to describe
a given source. This is a particular risk when combined with the
cross-lobe variations in age discussed in subsequent sections.

Most importantly, this uncertainty in injection index has ma-
jor consequences in determination of the underlying jet power and
dynamics. As the injection index influences the spectral ages both
directly through a reduced need for curvature at the oldest ages, and
indirectly through the determination of the magnetic field strength,
there is also a considerable variation in any derived values. Al-
though we cannot draw any definitive conclusions with respect to
the FR-II population as a whole based on such a small sample, find-
ing the cause of this discrepancy is key if we are to determinethe
validity of spectral ageing models. Further investigations are cur-
rently underway to expand this investigation to a larger selection
of FR-II class galaxies, which we also hope to extend to higher
frequencies. Determination of the initial electron energydistribu-
tion may also be possible using LOFAR observations, which will
let us investigate the low-frequency curvature and infer the initial
electron energy distribution to a much greater confidence.

Some insight into the origin of these high injection indices
may be provided by comparisons of the properties of the jets of
FR-I and FR-II sources. In the case of FR-Is, it is found that the
spectral indices of inner jets are∼ 0.6 (e.g. Young et al., 2005).
The jets of FR-II sources tend to be much less well studied at mul-
tiple frequencies than their FR-I counterparts, but previous investi-
gations (e.g. Clarke et al., 1992 for 3C219, Schilizzi et al., 2001 for
3C236, Kataoka et al., 2008 for 3C353) have shown that spectral
indices range from∼ 0.5 to ∼ 1.0 with increasing distance along
the jet. An investigation by Laing & Bridle (2013) has also recently
shown that the spectral index of (re)accelerated particlesfor the in-
ner jets of FR-I sources decreases with decreasing bulk flow speed
within their sample. Given that the jets of FR-II galaxies are gener-
ally thought to require a higher internal Mach number than FR-Is in
order to form hotspots, it is possible that these higher speeds may
also result in intrinsically higher injection indices. Further inves-

tigation requires detailed multi-frequency study of FR-IIjets and
hotspots which is beyond the scope of the present paper.

4.3 Spectral Ages and Lobe Speeds

It has been known since the mid 90’s (Eilek, 1996), that spectral
ages of both FR-I and FR-II radio sources underestimate the ages
as determined from a dynamical view point. Later works such as
those by Blundell & Rawlings (2000) have suggest that spectral
and dynamical ages may be reconciled, but only for sources with
ages≪ 10 Myrs. Many alternative models such asin situaccelera-
tion (Eilek, 1996; Carilli et al., 1991) and magnetic field variations
(Katz-Stone et al., 1993; Eilek & Arendt, 1996; Eilek et al.,1997)
have therefore been proposed as possible explanations for the ob-
served spectra of these sources. However, as has been discussed
by many authors (e.g. Rudnick et al., 1994; Blundell & Rawlings,
2000; Hardcastle & Croston, 2005; Goodger et al., 2008) these
methods are still unable to fully account for what is observed. Al-
though previous determination of spectral ages on which these dif-
ferences are inferred have a good physical basis, they are derived
from a somewhat naive view of the source. As the capabilitiesof
the older generation of radio telescopes only allow large regions
of the lobe to be considered, often spanning across its entire width
(e.g. Alexander & Leahy, 1987; Machalski et al., 2009), a uniform
age and normalization across the width of the lobe (or at mini-
mum within the specified region) has to be assumed to avoid the
problems associated with the superposition of synchrotronspectra
raised in Section 2.3.1. It is clear from Figures 4 and 5 that this
is not the case and there will be a non-negligible superposition of
electron energy distributions from electron populations of varying
ages. This is especially prevalent in the northern lobe of 3C300
where from the flux density maps of Figure 2 it is not immediately
evident that multiple low age regions exist. If we consider area-
sonably large cross section of the lobe as one single region (as has
historically been the case), we observed the integrated spectra for
a large number of ages ranging between 1 and 3 Myrs. This super-
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position creates a deviation from the true model spectrum (Section
2.3.1), leading to an unreliable measure of the spectral ageof the
source. Figure 13 shows the effects of these large regions when ap-
plied to our data. We clearly see that when measured in this way,
the observed spectral age does not provide an accurate representa-
tion of the true spectral age. We also see that the goodness-of-fit
is far worse for the single region when compared to the multiple
small regions used within this paper, as one would expect if this
were a result of the issues associated with superposition. We see a
similar, although less pronounced, situation present in the lobes of
3C436. In this case although this new form of analysis allowsus
to see that notable age differences are present across the width of
the source, taking large regions based on the flux density maps of
Figure 2 may again cause a superposition of electron populations
leading to an unreliable estimate of the age. We therefore strongly
suggest that future investigation in to spectral ageing should care-
fully consider spectral morphology of a sample if large regions are
to be considered, or preferably if the data allow, use small regions
such as within this paper to account for any small scale variations.

We find that the lobe speeds of 3C436 are consistent with
those found by Myers & Spangler (1985); Alexander & Leahy
(1987) and Liu et al. (1992) for similar FR-II sources which use
similar characteristic lobe speeds to those derived withinthis pa-
per; however, it initially appears that the northern lobe of3C300
is advancing much faster than one might expect. As discussedin
Section 4.1, it is possible that the northern lobe resides ina re-
gion of low external gas density, with the southern lobe in a much
denser environment. As a shock front moving through a low den-
sity medium is able to travel faster than one which is slowed by
interaction with a dense external medium, the high advance speed
observed in the northern lobe is perhaps not surprising. Thecom-
plimentary low advance speed of the southern lobe and high drift
speed of the northern side lobe also provides good support for this
dichotomy in environment. It is currently not possible to conclu-
sively deconvolved the effects of orientation, light travel time ef-
fects and interaction with the external medium; however, given that
the spectral ages of both the northern and southern lobes of 3C300
are comparable, hence orientation effects with respect to ‘head-on’
viewing angle are likely to be small, we suggest that differing exter-
nal gas densities is the most likely cause for both the morphological
asymmetry and advance speeds of 3C300.

The advance speeds of FR-II sources can also be considered
through arguments of lobe asymmetry. Scheuer (1995) proposes
that assuming the brightest jet is observed in the approaching lobe,
then for a source which is intrinsically symmetric the ratioof ap-
parent lobe lengths,Q, is related to the viewing angleθ by

Q =
(1 + va cos θ)

(1− va cos θ)
(17)

whereva ≡ v/c (β of Scheuer 1995) is the lobe advance speed.
From their sample of 43 sources, they find a typical advance speed
of only a few percent the speed of light. This is much slower than
either of our sources, but we note from Figure 5 of Scheuer (1995)
that these values range from between−0.2 and0.4c, well within
the range of our derived values. This form of analysis is onlysuit-
able for finding the ‘typical’ advance speed over a large sample and
so cannot be directly applied to individual target sources.This is
particularly evident from those considered within this paper, where
the possible non-intrinsic asymmetry of 3C300 makes it imme-
diately unsuitable for this type of analysis, and the inverted lobe
asymmetry of 3C436 (i.e. the jet is located in the short of thetwo
lobes) means an advance speed cannot be derived reliably in this

way. However, their analysis does raise an important issue in deter-
mination of advance speeds derived through spectral ageinganaly-
sis. Scheuer (1995) suggest that the speeds determined fromspec-
tral age could be dominated by the back flow of ageing plasma,
rather than the advance of the lobe. If this is the case, the inferred
speeds of a source would be much greater than the physical reality.

The possible causes of low ages and fast advance speeds dis-
cussed above do not, however, fully account for the difference of
up to 10 times the dynamical age found by Eilek (1996). This is-
sue is further complicated by the fact that the high injection indices
found within this paper only serves to increase this discrepancy.
The widely used self-similar analytic model of Kaiser & Alexander
(1997) which assumes an atmosphere where the density,ρ, de-
creases as a power law such that

ρx = ρ0

(

d

a

)

−β

(18)

whered is the distance from the AGN,a is the scale length andβ
is the density power law index, can provide a basis for determin-
ing the dynamical age of our sources as a test of this discrepancy.
Through numerical modelling Hardcastle & Krause (2013) (herein
H&K) determine the range over which the Kaiser & Alexander
(1997) lobe length / time relations hold. They find that the lobes
of sources similar to those studied within this paper grow as

L∼ 2.0t9/(5−3β) (19)

whereL is the lobe length in Kpc andt is the ages of the source
in Myrs (Figure 3 of H&K and discussion therein). The possible
asymmetric environment of 3C300 means that this relation may be
unreliable, but for 3C436 we are able to find the dynamical age.
Using the model of H&K whereβ = 0.75 and considering the
northern lobe, we find the dynamical age to be∼ 62 Myrs. This
gives to an dynamical advance speed of only∼ 0.016c; around one
tenth the advance speed derived from the oldest spectral ages of
the Tribble model with the best fitting injection index. It should be
noted that the average value forβ in clusters is∼ 0.6 (Mohr et al.,
1999; Sand et al., 2004; Croston et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2013)
and is unlikely to be any greater than the assumed value, hence we
can take this to be a lower limit for the advance speed.

One possible solution to the large difference in spectral and
dynamical ages lies in the assumptions we have so far made with
respect to the magnetic field. Across all models, we have assumed
that the field strength is in equipartition, but this may not be the
case. X-ray studies by Croston et al. (2005) of FR-II sourcesfind
that the strength in the lobes varies between∼ 0.3 and 1.3 Beq ,
with a peak around0.7 Beq, hence if the lobe field strength is lower
than equipartition, much younger spectral ages will be derived. The
spectral break frequency,νT , is related to the age of the source,t,
by (Hughes, 1991)

νT =
(9/4)c7B

(B2 +B2
CMB)2t2

(20)

whereB is the field strength in the lobe,BCMB = 0.318(1 + z)2

nT is the equivalent magnetic field strength for the CMB andc7 =
1.12 × 103 nT3 Myr2 GHz is a constant defined by Pacholczyk
(1970). Rearranging Equation 20 in terms oft and differentiating,
we see that a maximum age occurs whenB = BCMB/

√

(3),
which in the case of 3C436 equates to a field strength of∼ 0.25
Beq; however, even with a magnetic field strength below the lower
bound of Croston et al. (2005), the oldest regions of plasma still
only rise to∼ 15 Myrs for the best fitting injection indices and∼ 40
Myrs whereαinj = 0.6. We therefore find unlikely that magnetic
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Figure 13. Example of how spatially large regions can bias the true spectral age. Left: Combined frequency map of 3C300 at 5 GHz with asingle, spatially
large region overlaid. Right: A plot of the resulting JP model fit and statistics.

field strength in isolation can account for the difference between
the dynamical and spectral ages, although they potentiallyplay a
major role in reconciling these values.

An alternative solution to this disparity in age is that the lobes
of these sources are instead best modelled by a continuous supply
of newly accelerated particles, rather than through the single injec-
tion models used within this paper. The most widely used model
of this continuous injection (CI) is that detailed by Pacholczyk
(1970). Within this model it is assumed that a constant supply of
particles are injected into the lobes which then subsequently age
through standard JP losses. In order to fit this model to observa-
tions we must assume that the injected particles are confinedto the
fitted region; hence only the integrated flux density can be consid-
ered. Consequently, we would expect to observe that a CI model is
well-fitted to all lobe spectra since the integrated flux density en-
compasses both aged emission (the lobes) and a source of continu-
ously injected particles (the hotspot). We therefore do notconsider
fitting of the CI model within this paper but it is still possible to
infer the effect of the CI model fromin situ particle acceleration,
from sources such as turbulence within the lobes, on the measured
spectral age. As within these models particles are constantly being
accelerated throughout the lobes, the supply of high energyelec-
trons is replenished and the spectra should be observed to beflat-
ter than those given by the single injection models. Higher ages
are therefore required to account for the observed curvature, poten-
tially closing the gap between the spectral and dynamic ages, but
the physical reality of such a model is not so clear cut. If there is
indeed a significant underlying contribution fromin situ particle
acceleration, then as the flux density observed from high energy
electrons in aged regions of plasma will decreases faster than the
power law distribution of newly accelerated particles, we would
expect to observe a flattening of the spectrum at high frequencies
(∼ 90 GHz). However, no such flattening is observed at these short
wavelengths (Hardcastle & Looney, 2008) and the data are instead
well fitted by a JP model of spectral ageing. As no specific physical
process provides a clear means of causing such accelerationin the
lobes of such sources, and the only evidence for such a model is the
discrepancy itself, we do not favourin situacceleration models.

Irrespective of this age disparity, one feature which is common
to all lobes and across all sources is the distinctive transition from
low to high ages which are a clear prediction of the single injection
model. It therefore appears that spectral ageing does have aphys-
ical basis. Whether the dynamical ages are currently being over
estimated or the lobes are somehow being kept spectrally young re-
mains an outstanding question; however, it is apparent thatdetermi-
nation of intrinsic properties such as jet power will require careful
consideration to account for the points raised within this paper if
we are to ultimately determine the dynamics of these sources.

4.4 Model Comparison

The KP and JP models of spectral ageing have been a longstanding
basis for the spectral analysis of the lobes of FR-II radio galax-
ies. It is therefore not surprising that for the best-fittinginjection
indices, neither model can be fully rejected based purely onthe
statistical tests performed within this paper. However, aswe note
in Section 3.2 there is a clear disparity in which model provides
the best description of the source. Across all models and injection
indices, the KP model provides a significantly better fit to the ob-
servations than the JP model. Previous studies have also shown,
most notably Carilli et al. (1991), that this is not an isolated case
and may be common in many other sources. Whilst this in itself
is not a cause for concern, the time averaged pitch angle of the JP
model is a much more physically realistic case than the fine tuning
of parameters that would be required to maintain the fixed pitch
angle of the KP model. Should we believe the consistently better
fitting KP model, or the worse fitting but probably more realistic JP
model?

Thankfully, the low-field-strength, high-diffusion Tribble
model tested within this paper may be able to provide the firststeps
towards answering this question. As this model is based on the orig-
inal JP electron energy distribution and losses, we are ableto main-
tain the physically realistic case that the JP model provides. The
results are also comparable to that of the KP model in all statistical
tests undertaken but the Tribble model is more physically realistic.
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Although we do not suggest that the assumption made by the Trib-
ble model is a highly accurate description of the field throughout
the source, we do propose that it is likely to be much closer tothe
true case than a simple uniform field. The Tribble model therefore
appears to bridge the gap between the JP and KP models, provid-
ing a basis for determining a more accurate description of the FR-II
population as a whole.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented within this paper a variety of new methods
which are implemented by theBRATS software package for the
analysis of the new generations of broadband radio data. Using new
JVLA observations along with archival data at GHz frequencies,
we have applied these methods to address many of the outstanding
issues of spectral ageing in the lobes of FR-II radio galaxies. We
have tested two of the most commonly used single injection mod-
els of spectral ageing (KP and JP) along with the Tribble model,
which attempts to account for magnetic field variations throughout
the source. The key points made within this paper are as follows:

(i) We present the first high spectral resolution analysis ofspec-
tral ageing in FR-II galaxies. Our analysis further supports that
spectral ageing has at least some physical basis in reality,although
we suggest that classical (JP and KP) models provide a somewhat
naive view of the source.

(ii) Lobe advance speeds agree well with previous studies of
similar FR-II sources. We suggest the elongated morphologyand
fast advance speed of the northern lobe of 3C300 is environmental
in nature.

(iii) Using dynamical models, we confirm the findings of Eilek
(1996) that a discrepancy exists between those ages determined
spectrally and those determined dynamically. We place an up-
per limit on this discrepancy of 10 times the spectral age forour
sources. We find that although lower magnetic field strengthscan-
not in isolation fully account for this disparity, they potentially play
a major role in reconciling these values.

(iv) In both sources observed, the KP model provides a better
fit than the (more physically realistic) JP model of spectralageing:
However, we find that the model first suggested by Tribble (1993)
and subsequently investigated by Hardcastle (2013), provides an
equivalent goodness-of-fit as the KP model whilst maintaining the
physical reality of the JP model. We therefore suggest that the Trib-
ble model may provide the next step towards accurately describing
spectral ageing in the lobes of FR-II galaxies.

(v) We strongly suggest that many of the assumptions previ-
ously held when undertaking spectral ageing investigationmust
be viewed with caution and, going forward, methods should be
adapted to take in to consideration the finding within this paper.
In particular:

• The best-fitting injection indices of the JP, KP and Trib-
ble models all converge to 0.86 for 3C436 and 0.82 for 3C300.
This is much higher than the commonly assumed values of be-
tween 0.5 to 0.7. We discuss possible causes for this variation but
suggest further investigations are made at low frequenciesin an
attempt to determine a reliable range of injection index values.
• We find that even in the close to ideal case of 3C436, non-

negligible age variations are present across the width of the lobe.
We show how determining a lobe’s spectra based on large re-
gions spread along the length of the lobe (as has historically been
the case) can bias model fitting towards low ages and poor fits.

• A non-negligible contribution from the jet of FR-II sources
is observed even at moderate resolutions. Whilst this may pro-
vide a method of jet location where high resolution maps are not
available, this can again result in significant age variations over
the width of the source and poor model fits.

Future investigations over a wider sample of FR-II sources
using truly broadband data in which many more frequency points
are available will attempt to constrain many of the findings within
this paper, particularly discerning between spectral ageing models.
Extension of this work to low frequencies as part of the LOFAR
nearby AGN legacy project will address the issue of low-frequency
curvature and determination of reliable injection indices.
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